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Corneliani has been the first big player 
to embrace Exekon’s solutions to 
optimize and organize the industrial 
production process.
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Company

Corneliani S.p.A.

_____________________________________

Trade

Fashion and Luxury

_____________________________________

Products

Fashion man’s clothing

_____________________________________

Site

http://www.corneliani.com/

_____________________________________

Exekon’s Solution

WinSipex e Chron - Ex

_______________________________________

To remain competitive in global markets, reaching the leadership in its own segment, is 
crucial to rely on an efficient and dynamic factory’s production management system and 
its quality standards. Entrusting  on experts in the management of these areas allow the 
industry to rationalize and speed up the production chain, reducing significantly the time-
to-market of products. This is the reason why Corneliani S.P.A. adopted Exekon’s
solutions to monitor, manage and supervise a collection’s production chain. 

http://www.corneliani.com/
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EXCELLENCE, INNOVATION AND PASSION ARE CORNELIANI’S 
MILESTONES

Corneliani is a family, first of an established firm in the world of fashion and luxury.

At the third generation, Corneliani has collected and treasured legacy that perfectly craft passion 
for production excellence and courageous choices in the interpretation of technological 
modernity.

As in every great family history, Corneliani hand down their knowledge generation to generation, 
garanting to the company the human side, the heat and the will to do it that ensure a soul to 
industry.

Corneliani S.P.A. is an important firm operative in fashion man’s clothing sector and is present
worldwide with almost 150 sales points, both corner and brand store.
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NEEDLE & COMPUTER: EFFICEINT CRAFTMANSHIP

Corneliani has been the first big player to embrace Exekon’s solutions: innovative tools able to 
slope down the establishment operativity in a lean, efficient and sustainable way. 

«Our Firm», says Corrado Corneliani, «is oriented to research and development and innovation.
From years we rely, with satisfaction, on Exekon’s solutions, that support us in operations
management. Special mention to Chorn-Ex, to whose developmnet we have directly contribuited,
which has revoluzionated the way our analysts works, enhacing decisively operational efficiency in
every areas it has been used».

This professional solution enable the analyst to detect

and process the working times directly by the machine-

side, letting the analyst to formalize the times without

any other operational step in the office.

Further tool’s added value is given by the chance to

document the operations through video linked to the

times detection and to facilitate the costing process of

the products.  
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«Needle and Computer, says Corrado Corneliani, that is a style of operation that combines the 
craftsmanship and the hand-declined attitude along with the most sophisticated technology available.

A state of mind that has allowed us to satisfied the most exclusive needs of our custumer by the 
development of the highest quality custom products and MtM cloths, made and delivered worldwide in 
a couple of days. Exekon, aligned with this philosophy, has effectively supported us in whole industrial 
management».

____________________________________

«Il Chron-EX yeld leaner and more accurate our analyst jobs»
Ing. Corrado Corneliani

Finally a suitable product for the 
modern management of Time 
and Methods Analysis.


